How to prepare your reference

12. References

A manuscript submitted to “Chinese Physics B” is required to follow the following guidelines to complete the reference section of the manuscript.

For the author list, the author’s family name should come first, followed by the initials. In general, all the authors’ names should be listed. When the number of authors is more than 20, *et al.* can be used after the 3rd author to omit the others. The use of the punctuation marks, such as comma and dot, should also exactly follow the guidelines and the examples.

Details of the guidelines are list below. For each kind of references, a general format is given (ignore the bracket {}), examples are also provided.

**[Journal]:**

{author list, separated by comma(,)}  {year of publication}  {journal title, in italic}  {volume, in boldface}  {first page}

Examples:


**[Book]:**

{author list, separated by comma(,)}  {year of publication}  {book title, in italic}  {(publication city: publisher)}  {cited pages}

Examples:


**[Conference publication]:**

{author list, separated by comma(,)}  {year of publication}  {conference title or conference publication title, in italic}  {conference time}  {conference location}  {first page}

Examples:


**[arXiv]:**

{author list, separated by comma(,)}  {year of publication}  {arXiv number}  {[field]}

Example:

[Patent]
{author list, separated by comma(,)}  {patent number}  {[year-month-date]}
Example:

[Dissertation]
{author}  {year of publication}  {dissertation title, in italic}  {(location: Institutions or University)}
Example: